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Equity Travel Jade WESTON
Mini Europe:
I didn’t get to look around Mini-Europe as I wasn’t very well, but I have a
lot of groups that go here and love it. I think the literature that they give
out is fantastic and from what the others said, I would recommend the
guided tour.

STS Joana Barnes
Mini Europe
Really interesting, so good to see it. The UK has a tendancy to feel outside
of Europe and forget how many other countries are involved. Visiting
Brussels in general is a great way for students studying politics.

Casterbridge Tours, Salcombe House

Amy Barlow

Mini Europe
I am sure this excursion is great for younger children and I am certain
they would enjoy learning about the different focal points of each country.
As our groups are on average between 15 – 19 years old, I think the park
was a little too young for our groups.
The surrounding area with the restaurants etc would be a good place to be
for lunch for a group.

European Study Tours Angela Dodgson
Mini Europe
I realise now that this is not just a tourist attraction, and will be useful
even for older students to visit – those studying politics, as the guide said
they can tailor the guided tour to talk about the political side of the EU.
I think this will be good for my groups, as a lot visit Brussels for Politics
studies, and this will still be educational, but lighter than the Parliament
and Commission.

Travelbound Joanne Layzell
Mini Europe
Surprisingly I really enjoyed this – I think kids would too – its good to see
Europe’s may tourist attractions in one space!

Rhapsody Tours John Baines
Mini-Europe
I visited on my own – would send groups here.

